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                                                                                Date: 04/04/2019 

National Report of AOFA  

 

1. Current main concerns of soldiers in your country (career, 

social, …) 

Since the last Presidium a new MOD was appointed, so AOFA remains firm in defending 

the Military Condition, the Military and, more specifically, the Officers of the Armed Forces. 

For AOFA the Main Priorities, and for which short-term solutions and political 

compromises are urgently needed, are: 

1. Military Armed Forces Statute (EMFAR) – despite the “light” alterations that occurs 

last year, the main problems (the ones with financial consequences…) remains: 

− time to pass to reserve situation – AOFA defend that the premisses to pass to the 

reserve situation should be 40 years of military service OR 55 years old (Not 

AND as the atual EMFAR determines). In this matter AOFA also defend that the 

new EMFAR should define (again) the possibility that the military can pass to the 

reserve situation after 22 years of military service. In this case the CHOD/COS 

must authorize. 

− Increase of service time (per year) – AOFA defend that the percentages of 

increase of service time, as consequence of the military condition (currently 10%), 

should be gradually restablished to 15% or if its possible to the initial percentage 

(25%). 

− “Pension Complement mechanism” – in the current EMFAR this “Right” doesn’t 

exist and this means that the militaries, without this compensatory mechanism, 

won’t have their Reform Pensions with net values like as those that they received 

when they were in the Effectiveness Service. It will be far less lower… 
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2. The Armed Forces Social Action Institute (IASFA,IP). In this matter AOFA defend 

that:  

− Both components - the "Supplementary Social Action (ASC)" component and the 

“Assistência na Doença aos Militares  (ADM)” - the Portuguese Military 

Healthcare Assistance, must have different budgets; 

− The MOD must order the budget and administrative measures required in order to 

stop the financing of the military hospital (main mission is to guarantee the 

military Armed Forces operationality) mostly with the military discounts to the 

healthcare care system (ADM) – nowadays 3,5 %. This represents a double tax to 

the military, as the Tribunal de Contas (“Public Audit Court”) mentioned on the 

audit report; 

− ADM revenues must be allocated exclusively for the purposes for which they are 

intended - payment of healthcare services to the Protocoled Entities and payment 

to the Beneficiaries who choose the “Free Regime”; 

− The IASFA should ensure the functions for which the Social Services of the 

Armed Forces have been established, in particular by providing comprehensive 

and quality services throughout the "military family" life cycle - nurseries, student 

residences, nursing homes; social rental houses, support for "old age"... 

3. The Military Conditions, focusing the maintenance of the rights, enshrined in law, in 

order to invert the political intent. 

2. Other issues of importance (Ops, association, ….) 

Despite the above mentioned top priorities, AOFA daily deals with many other issues with 

relative importance to the military in general, but specially the Officers: 

− Discuss and negotiate, with MOD, the manner how the 7 (seven) years, in which the 

progression in terms of remuneration of the Armed Forces was “frozen” (troika 

period), will be considered. Regarding this, AOFA reiterates once again that it will not 

admit that solutions found for other professional classes be applied to the Military, 

considering the "Military Condition" and the unique constraints imposed on us by the 

Constitution of the Portuguese Republic; 

− Military salaries increase – the salaries remains unchanged for more than a decade; 
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− Creation of a table remuneration applied exclusively to the Armed Forces Military – as 

a special career the military salaries must be completely dissociated from the Civil 

Service table; 

− The reposition of the salaries in consequence of the “troika time”; 

− the increase of minimum times in ranks;  

− the change of the formula calculation of the “Retirement Pension” in general ( In a 

proper diploma) and Accident in Service or Occupational Disease;  

− the change of the rules of allocation for Residency Allowance; 

− the change of the process of military authorization for "Weapon’s Use and 

possession"; 

− Develop the project of legislation regarding the creation of a "Horizontal Career" 

regime.  

− Regarding the RAMMFA (Regulation of Evaluation of Merit for the Armed Forces), 

which entered  into force on January 1st, 2018, AOFA has continued working in 

cooperation to the Defense Committee, to which we delivered various documents, 

with the purpose that RAMMFA could be changed in order to grant credibility and 

justice.  

3. Work undertaken or attempted by your association and/or 

Government-MOD to tackle these issues 

In order to reach the goals, considering that 2019 is an electoral year, the AOFA strategy 

is based on the development of reports and structured documents about the main areas and 

sending them to the political decision-makers (of all quarters with parliamentary seat) and at 

the same time disseminate the information, mainly through the sending of communiqués to 

the MEDIA, messages to members, meetings on the military units with the officers… 

AOFA highlight the work developed with the IASFA, I.P. where AOFA and the other 

associations have a seat on the Advisory Board. The corporate and collaborative work that is 

being carried out enable to achieve some common objectives, but essentially contributes to 

the change of mentalities of the other members. 

AOFA has continued its work of maintaining and raising new members. 
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4. Achievements and difficulties  

The difficulties are far numerous than the achievements, however the biggest achievement 

is definitely the credibility grow of the military associations, in special AOFA, on military 

and civil setor.  

The credibility of the association is reflected and visible on the following aspects: 

− The number of participants (officers) on the meetings on the military units. This is 

main indicator that “the change is taking progess” and the mentalities are changing. 

The militaries are now far more interested on the associative movements. 

− Participation in numerous audiences with military and civil entities, namely MOD, 

CHOD, COS of the 3 branches of Armed Forces, political parties, among others. 

− Collaboration with partner entities such as municipalities, other associations (military 

and civil), etc. 

− Invitation and participation in numerous military and civil festivities, such as unit 

days.  

− Frequent Participation and interaction with the OCS (TV, radio and paper media). In 

this point, AOFA highlights the importance that the OCS give to AOFA, always 

asking for their opinion when something happens relative to Armed Forces. 

The process for acquiring public utility status for AOFA continuous under study and it’s 

been facing difficulties/burocracies to continue. 

AOFA has continued the process of raising new members, however the death of others has 

not allowed to increase the number of members, consequently the revenues remain the same. 

 


